
How to Avoid Complacency and Remain a 
Successful Dealer



What Makes a Dealer Successful?

If you’ve been running a profitable dealership for 
many years, having survived hardships such as 
the economic downturn of 2009 and others, 
then it’s safe to say that you’ve achieved some 
measure of success. After all, your business is 
still here.

However, with success comes a certain degree of 
complacency – because businesses tend to go 
“soft” on certain procedures when things get 
better economically. In many ways, complacency 
is the enemy of success – because it makes you 
more vulnerable to potential problems down the 
road.
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So, what is it exactly that makes a dealer successful? According to dealership operations expert Michael 
Rees, your success as a dealer is defined by how well you can set your people up for success. Ultimately, your 
people are your dealership – because it wouldn’t run without them.

So, if you’re not as devoted to your employees as you think you should be, then check out Rees’ tips on how 
you can help them succeed – and pave the way for your own success. 
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1. Improve Communication
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After surveying multiple dealers across North America on what they consider to be their biggest challenges, 

Rees has noticed the word “communication” come up quite often. In particular, many dealers seem to 

struggle with establishing communication across multiple departments, so if you feel like you’re one of 

them, Rees recommends the following:

Say hello to EVERYONE, every day

Many general managers tend to spend the majority of their time with 

the department they’re used to the most – typically the one where 

they started their career path.

However, by devoting most of your time to one particular department, 

you’re neglecting a large portion of your employees. This creates 

communication barriers between you and them because they can only 

perceive you as the person who signs their paycheck – not their friend 

or mentor.



To connect with your other departments, Rees suggests saying hello to every employee in your dealership 
every day, first thing in the morning. Additionally, he suggests engaging in small talk, whether it’s about 
the employee’s family, their recreational activities or anything else you can think of.

This may feel uncomfortable at first (your employees may look at you strangely), but once you fully 
commit to this routine, your employees will appreciate you and their workplace a lot more – and in turn, 
work harder and smarter.

Tip: Congratulate those who are doing well on their performance when you talk to them 
in the morning to encourage them to work even harder in the future.
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Conduct weekly management meetings

Weekly management meetings are important because through them you get to convey to your managers 
how you want your dealership to be run, what you want to happen and how they perform in their 
individual departments.

Many dealers cite time as one of the main obstacles in the way of conducting these meetings. When is a 
good time to have them? How long should the meetings be? Rees strongly suggests that you spend 
roughly 30 to 60 minutes on them each time and conduct them outside of regular business hours, if 
possible, to avoid neglecting other daily priorities.
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Manage, don’t micro-manage

Many dealership owners are guilty of micro-managing their managers. It’s absolutely normal – after 
all, if you’ve built the business from ground up, you should be entitled to running it the way you want 
it to be run. However, micro-management is also known to hamper productivity, so it’s not always a 
good idea.

Though it may be tough to let go at times, in most cases, it’s best to let your managers do their jobs 
without your interference – unless, of course, their team or someone on their team is 
underperforming. If that’s the case, then you need to work with them to correct the issue.

Tip: Can’t tell if you’re micro-managing? 
Rees says that if you order employees to do 
something without talking to their manager 
first, then you’re micro-managing that 
manager.
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2. Provide Ongoing Training

To make sure your team continues to excel, it’s absolutely vital to provide them with ongoing training –

something that will help them do their job and potentially even expand their role. Here’s how Rees 

recommends doing that:

Share the knowledge

It’s highly unlikely that you became a dealership owner or general manager without continuously 
learning or yearning to improve. If you’re in the habit of gathering knowledge from a variety of 
sources, such as this guide for example, then you should share it with others, particularly your 
employees. Knowledge is power after all.

There are three basic elements that your employees should possess to do their job successfully:
a. Knowledge
b. Skill
c. Desire

It’s your job as their leader to give them those, starting with the knowledge – the foundation for 
everything else that follows.
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Train – don’t just tell

This may seem obvious, but training someone to do something new is not the same as simply telling 
them to do it.

First and foremost, you need to explain the “why” part of it – why this or that procedure is important, 
why you’ve decided to implement it and why it’s going to have a positive effect on the customers, 
employees and/or the dealership. This should give them the desire to engage with it.

After that, you need to show them how to do whatever it is you want them to do – by being the first 
one to do it. Your people need to be able to see how the task is done and that it’s in fact doable. They 
can then try their hand at it themselves.
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Next, you must ensure that your employees
become good at performing the task by
having them repeat it until it becomes
second nature. Repetition is what will give
them the skill.



Set your expectations

It’s absolutely essential that everyone on your team 
knows exactly what you expect from them. The more 
details you give them, the more likely they are to rise 
to your level of expectations.

Once you’ve made it clear what you expect, you can 
inspect your employees’ performance to see if they 
meet those expectations. And if they don’t, you can 
let them know exactly where they need to improve.
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Give your employees the tools to succeed

If your employees can’t succeed without certain tools, then you need to provide them with those. Once 
again, they won’t be able to achieve what you want them to achieve unless they have what they need to 
do so.

Those tools may be:

a. Training: The skills and knowledge your employees need to perform the job.

b. Manager: Someone to help and guide your employees when necessary – which is 
particularly important in sales.
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3. Install Accountability

Once you’ve given your employees everything they need to perform their job, you need to ensure that they 
actually do it. Here’s what Rees recommends when it comes to keeping your people accountable:

Fine-tune your job descriptions

Every job has a description, but not all descriptions clearly state, step by step, what an employee should 
actually be doing. For example, even if you hire someone to do something as straightforward as cleaning the 
floor in your service department for instance, you need to clearly explain what tools and processes that 
involves.

If you don’t include this level of specifics within your job descriptions, you can’t hold people accountable for 
not doing their job right because you haven’t made it clear what that job entails in the first place.

Tip: Time is also important. For instance, if you close at 6 pm, but you want your 
employees to conclude their business with customers no matter how long it takes after 
that time, then you need to state that in your job description.
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Set proper goals

When setting goals for your employees, you need to 
write them down to ensure both you and your 
employees are committed to achieving them – and 
you need to review them every day in case of any 
changes.

Most dealers just track goals on a monthly and/or 
yearly basis, but according to Rees, this isn’t always 
effective, particularly when course-correcting. 
Implementing daily, or at the very least, weekly goals 
makes it easier to track employee performance.
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Counsel underachievers and reward high achievers

While it’s absolutely natural to spend most of your time around high achievers, it’s your bottom-of-the-
barrel employees who require your attention the most. By lifting them to the level of your high achievers, 
you can improve the performance of your entire dealership.

Conversely, be sure to reward your high achievers – either with a simple compliment, a raise or a 
promotion. This will help you retain your top talent.
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Track goal progression

To make sure your employees are achieving the goals you’ve set for them, you need to be able to track 
their progress on a daily basis.

To get the necessary information to track progression, Rees recommends having one-on-one interviews 
with each employee to ask them the questions that pertain to their responsibilities directly and keep 
track of them in a spreadsheet, similar to this one.

Tip: For best results, have your sales managers adopt a customer log where they can 
record the specifics of each customer interaction, including who was handling that 
customer, what was said during the interaction and what result was achieved. You can 
download Michael Rees’ customer log template right here.

To learn more about employee accountability, be sure to check out this guide.
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http://go.pardot.com/l/23682/2017-11-16/562xp2/23682/146853/RV_Master_DOC.xls
http://go.pardot.com/l/23682/2017-11-16/562x66/23682/146851/Our_Customer_Sheet_no_gross.pdf
https://www.ids-astra.com/expert-advice/articles-and-guides/accountability
http://go.pardot.com/l/23682/2017-11-16/562x66/23682/146851/Our_Customer_Sheet_no_gross.pdf


4. Discipline Your Employees

Discipline yourself first

If you are not disciplining your employees because you 
don’t want to come off as a bad person, then you need to 
change that. If an employee is not following a certain 
rule, they will never stop unless you tell them to do so. 
So, your first priority should be to discipline yourself to 
follow through with disciplining others.

Discipline is important because that’s what allows your team to get the job done. Your employees 
may not be “undisciplined” – otherwise, you wouldn’t have hired them in the first place – but it’s 
possible that they are not as disciplined as they could be.

Here are the tips that Rees has to share about employee discipline:
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Pretend you are raising a family

To discipline your employees without being afraid of what they will think of you, pretend that they are your 
children.

For example, if your child decides to draw on walls instead of 
paper, you’d probably pull them aside and tell them why they 
shouldn’t do it. Will the child try to do it again? Certainly. 
And you’ll pull them aside again and tell them why they are 
wrong one more time. If the child does it again after that, 
you might then discipline them by giving them a time-out in 
the corner.

The same approach should be applied to your employees until they learn to do otherwise, while reminding 
them of your expectations.
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Follow through with consequences

Not everyone is a high achiever who deserves to be rewarded and not everyone is an underachiever 
who learns from their mistakes. Some underachievers never learn, which means that you need to 
establish proper consequences and follow through with them. Rees recommends the following:

• First offence – Write them up

• Second offence – Write them up again

• Third offence – Replace them

Though it may sound harsh, remember that it is your time and money that these employees are 
wasting.
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5. Get the Right Team

Putting together a great team of employees is a big struggle for many dealers, If you’re in that boat too, 
you’re definitely not alone. So, when it comes to recruiting a good team, Rees has the following 
suggestions: 

Recruit proactively, not reactively

Most dealers tend to recruit reactively – when they lose someone, they decide to quickly find someone to 
replace them. If you’re constantly in a rush to hire someone, it’s highly unlikely that you’ll assemble a good 
team.

The proactive approach requires the employer to be constantly on the lookout for a new hire. To achieve 
this, keep your job postings up and be sure to attend as many social events as time allows – to meet more 
people who might be suited for a position at your dealership.
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Stop recycling other dealers’ underperformers

If you’re in a rush to hire someone, you may be inadvertently hiring employees who have 
underperformed in their previous occupations. Some employees may be good at their jobs, but not so 
good at working within a team, which can lower the morale and even detract some of your customers. 
They are still underperformers, but of a different kind.

So, when interviewing potential hires, particularly those who hop from one employer to another, be 
careful – because they are unlikely to stick around.
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Be involved in recruitment

Though micro-management is a no-no, you should always be involved in all the recruitment processes. 
Your managers should be doing all the legwork, such as narrowing down the list of prospects to three or 
four potential hires, while you should be providing them with pointers to ensure that the people they hire 
match your dealership’s requirements.

Ultimately, however, it’s the manager who should be making the final hiring decision, not you.

The Ideal Team Player by Patrick Lencioni
For anyone struggling to find a great employee, Rees recommends reading The Ideal Team Player by 
Patrick Lencioni. The book talks about the following three main virtues that the “ideal team player” 
should have:

• Humility: An employee who is humble can put the needs of 
others before their own – without degrading themselves. 

• Hunger: An employee who is hungry aims for success in all 
aspects of their work – from coming in to work every day to 
performing to the best of their ability. 

• People smarts: An employee who is people-smart is someone 
who works exceedingly well with others, including their boss, 
co-workers and customers.

The “ideal team player” should fall in the middle of all three of 
those virtues.
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If, however, an employee’s personality falls somewhere outside the boundaries of what’s considered to be 
the “ideal team player,” they may exhibit several less desirable traits:

For instance, the “bulldozer” employee is both hungry and people-smart, but they lack humility, which 
can lead to arrogance. On the flipside, the “doormat” is humble and people-smart, but they lack hunger, 
which can make them less assertive.

By using these to understand your current and potential employees, you can determine how well they fit 
with your expectations and values.
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6. Schedule Your Success

At the end of the day, the success of your dealership will depend heavily on what you decide to invest into it. If 
you truly wish to succeed, then Rees recommends adopting the following daily schedule:

8:00 am – 8:30 am Arrive at the dealership and say hi to everyone

8:30 am – 9:00 am Review previous day’s performance numbers

9:00 am – 9:30 am Meet with the Service Manager and determine the goals for the day

9:30 am – 10:00 am Meet with the Parts Manager and determine the goals for the day

10:00 am – 10:30 am Meet with the Sales Manager and determine the goals for the day

10:30 am – Lunch Provide training and assistance to the managers

Afternoon Other duties (inventory, book-keeping, marketing, etc.)

5:00 pm Review how the day went with each manager – goals will be met, find a way!

By keeping to this schedule, you can ensure both your success and that of your employees. You don’t have to 
implement everything right away, but the sooner you start, the closer you’ll get to success.
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About Michael Rees

Michael is a hands-on, results-oriented leader with a comprehensive successful background in RV 
sales, management, training and overall dealership operations. Michael has written several articles 
for magazines such as Auto Dealer Monthly, RV Executive Today and RV Business. He is also a regular 
workshop speaker for 20 groups and at the annual RVDA convention – he invariably speaks to a full 
house due to his captivating topics and lively presentation style.

President at A World of Training

Phone: 813-951-6586
Email: mrees@aworldoftraining.com

mailto:mrees@aworldoftraining.com
http://www.ids-astra.com/request-demo


About Integrated Dealer Systems
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Most dealerships struggle with keeping their operation lean and organized, so we built software
that puts all your dealership activities in one place, providing you with an easy way to eliminate 
inefficiencies and grow your business.

www.ids-astra.com

http://www.ids-astra.com/


More Resources
There’s always more to learn!

How to Evaluate Dealer 
Management Systems

How to Evaluate Dealer Management 
Systems

Get a checklist for each area 
of your business and find out 
how to choose a system that 
fits your dealership best.

DOWNLOAD

Get a checklist for each area of 
your business and find out how 
to choose a system that fits 
your dealership best.

Monthly Check List for Owners

Get a list of items to track 
each week to ensure nothing 
falls through the cracks.

DOWNLOAD
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https://www.ids-astra.com/downloads/dealer-management-software-guide
https://www.ids-astra.com/blog/monthly-check-list-for-owners-and-general-managers


Wondering how much the right IDS Software 

can save you?

Try our free online ROI Calculator!

See my ROI now

https://www.ids-astra.com/roi-calculator
http://www.ids-astra.com/roi-calculator


Know Your Business
See how you’re doing today and where your business is heading.

Grow Sales
Close more deals faster and keep your sales reps accountable.

Keep Service Profitable
Optimize the shop’s efficiency and boost your techs’ productivity.

Control Inventory
Track inventory in real-time and eliminate over or under-ordering parts.

Have peace of mind!

Gain Control of Your Dealership with
A single dealership software to manage your entire business

Book My IDS Demo Now

For the first time, you'll be able to:

https://www.ids-astra.com/request-demo

